
Relax cushions
Complete relaxation! No more stiff shoulders and neckache, no 
more bedsores! The Relax positioning pillows gives you the sup-
port you need. It is a perfect cushion for all ages. The cushion 
gives young and old a general sense of well-being and is really 
comfortable. Whether you are reading, lying in bed, or watching 
TV you will already feel lovely and snug thanks to the proper sup-
port. If the patient is regularly turned a few degrees, it even helps 
with or prevents harmful decubitus.

Filling
The cushions in the Relax range are unique because of their fi lling. Special mini polystyrene beads are 
pressure-fi lled with air, optimising comfort and making them last. Thanks to these beads an even pres-
sure is exerted on the body. Bedsores are helped and prevented by the balanced pressure on the limb 
and the good air-circulation in the cushion. The beads are very durable, retain their shape, as well as 
being eco-friendly, fi re retardant and anti-dust mite.

Relax cushion-cover colours
For optimal hygiene and extended use we recommend using a cushion cover on every cushion. Slight variations in colour are possible.

Versions cushions
Cotton
This is a strong cotton fabric suitable 
for daily use.

 Composition
• 45% PE
• 55% PU

 Colour: light blue

 Composition
• 35% cotton
• 65% polyester

 Colour: white

Bi-tec
This material is suitable for medical purposes and 
has the following properties:
 impermeable
 breathable
 bi-elastic
 anti-dust mite
 antifungal
 fi re retardant
 washable with 

almost any disinfectant
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Standard XL NeckStandard Compact

Baby XL Abduction WedgeBaby Abduction

Pillow with ear recess S-pillowPillow CVA

Knee U-sitChair Support

Heel cushionDonut Sealed Standard 
100% waterproof

Please visit our website for more information
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